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The Vision for the Future



At COP26 in November, 
several organizations 
agreed to consolidate their 
efforts into a new 
International Sustainability 
Standards Board, setting the 
stage for systematically 
embedding sustainability 
into capital markets



ISSB: formed in response to demand from investors and businesses 
to simplify the global sustainability disclosure landscape

Develop standards for global baseline of sustainability disclosures

Focus on meeting the information needs of investors

Will enable companies to provide comprehensive sustainability information 
for the global capital markets

Building blocks approach: facilitate the addition of requirements that are 
jurisdiction-specific or aimed at a broader group of stakeholders



Simplifying the disclosure landscape: 
the future of VRF resources



“While the world moves towards 
a single standard, BlackRock 
continues to endorse TCFD- and 
SASB-aligned reporting.”
2021 Letter to CEOs

“When issuers seek input, the 
organization now indicates its 
preference for companies to align their 
reporting with the SASB and TCFD 
standards.”
July 2020 updated Sustainable Investment Policy

“…ICI’s board is urging 
companies to provide disclosure 
consistent with the TCFD 
recommendations and SASB 
Standards.…”
December 2020 press release

“We strongly encourage the SSB 
to focus on creating a coherent 
and unified set of standards that 
draw heavily on the work of SASB 
and TCFD.”
IFRS Foundation consultation on sustainability 
reporting

“SASB and TCFD already have a 
significant amount of traction with 
global investors and companies 
and are the basis on which many 
investors are developing their ESG 
integration processes.”
November 2020 report

“We recommend that companies report 
financially material sustainability 
information following the logic of the 
TCFD and using the SASB industry-
specific standards.”
IFRS Foundation consultation on sustainability reporting

Asset Management Task Force on Stewardship

Market demand: Global investors have coalesced around a 
cross-industry (TCFD) and industry-based (SASB) approach
A small sample of statements of support include:

https://www.blackrock.com/corporate/investor-relations/2021-blackrock-client-letter
https://www.cppinvestments.com/public-media/headlines/2020/cpp-investments-sustainable-investing-policy-update-reinforces-esg-role-in-long-term-value-creation
https://www.ici.org/news-release/20_news_esg
https://www.theia.org/sites/default/files/2021-01/IFRS%20Consultation%20-%20Final%20Response%20Investment%20Association.pdf
https://www.theia.org/sites/default/files/2020-11/Asset%20Management%20Taskforce_proof7.pdf
http://eifrs.ifrs.org/eifrs/comment_letters/570/570_27267_WilhelmMohnNorgesBankInvestmentManagementNBIM_0_20201217NBIMresponsetoIFRSconsultationonsustainabilityreporting_signed.pdf


Global businesses have also embraced TCFD, SASB 
Standards and the <IR> Framework

1,700 businesses
Disclose using SASB 

Standards

2,600 organizations
have expressed their support for 

the TCFD recommendations

*Of the sample of companies reviewed for the TCFD 2021 Status Report

2,500 businesses
Use the <IR> Framework to 
drive integrated reporting

https://www.fsb.org/2021/10/2021-status-report-task-force-on-climate-related-financial-disclosures/


Where We Are Today



Sustainability reporting was originally not aimed at investors
2015 JetBlue Report

https://www.jetblue.com/p/JetBlueResponsibilityReport2015.pdf

https://www.jetblue.com/p/JetBlueResponsibilityReport2015.pdf


Increasingly, sustainability reports are investor-focused

http://blueir.investproductions.com/~/media/Files/J/Jetblue-IR-V2/Annual-Reports/jetblue-sasb-tcfd-2017.pdf

2020 JetBlue Report

http://blueir.investproductions.com/~/media/Files/J/Jetblue-IR-V2/Annual-Reports/jetblue-sasb-tcfd-2017.pdf


Meeting investor needs – identifying value drivers

Health & Nutrition disclosure topic in Non-Alcoholic Beverages 
industry

• Strong consumer demand for products with health, wellness, and 
nutrition attributes

• Increasing risk of regulations (e.g., “sugar tax” in UK, Mexico, and US 
locales) 

EVIDENCE OF INTEREST
—HIGH

• 18 IWG respondents:
− 83% “Yes, it is material”
− 0% “No, it’s not material”
− 17% “Yes, but with reservations

• “Heat Map” score: 92 out of 100 (top 
quartile)

EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL IMPACT
—HIGH

• Sales of full-calorie soda down by more than 
25% in the United States over the past 20 
years – NY Times

• Naturally healthy ready-to-drink (RTD) tea 
will grow by $14.5 billion between 2014 and 
2019 – Euro Monitor



Meeting investor needs – identifying value drivers
Energy Management & Greenhouse Gas Emissions topic in Non-
Alcoholic Beverages industry
• Electricity consumption: Cost savings from efficiency measures: 

$70M-$200M 
• Fuel management: Moving fleet from diesel to hybrid reduce 

cost/mile from $.94 to $.74 (24% savings)
• GHG emissions: Evidence of interest and financial impact, lacking

EVIDENCE OF INTEREST
—LOW

• 18 IWG respondents:
− 67% Yes, it is material
− 11% No, it’s not material
− 22% Unsure

• “Heat Map” score: 45 out of 100
• Significance of industry’s contribution to 

Scope 1 GHG emissions questioned

EVIDENCE OF FINANCIAL IMPACT
—LOW

• 10K & CSR reports
• Risk associated with GHG regulations is low
• Financial impact from emissions largely 

relates to fleet fuel consumption 



A SASB Standard: averaging 6 topics and 13 metrics

Topic Accounting Metric

Product Safety

Percentage of vehicle models rated by NCAP programs with an overall 5-star safety rating, by 
region

Number of safety-related defect complaints, percentage investigated

Number of vehicles recalled

Labor Practices
Percentage of active workforce covered under collective bargaining agreements

(1) Number of work stoppages and (2) total days idle

Fuel Economy & Use-
phase Emissions

Sales-weighted average passenger fleet fuel economy, by region

Number of (1) zero emission vehicles (ZEV), (2) hybrid vehicles, and (3) plug-in hybrid vehicles 
sold

Discussion of strategy for managing fleet fuel economy and emissions risks and opportunities

Materials Sourcing
Description of the management of risks associated with the use of critical materials

Materials Efficiency & 
Recycling

Total amount of waste from manufacturing, percentage recycled

Weight of end-of-life material recovered, percentage recycled

Average recyclability of vehicles sold

One of the 77 industry-specific standards: Automobiles industry



A SASB Standard: varying by industry
SASB Industry-Specific Disclosure Topics 

Safety of clinical trials

Affordability and pricing

Drug safety

Marketing practices

Employee engagement, 
diversity, and inclusion

Supply chain management

Biotech & Pharma Topics*

*For a given industry, it may be a partial list of the SASB topics

Energy management

Customer privacy

Data security

Employee engagement, 
diversity, and inclusion

Competitive behavior

Internet Media Topics*



What Comes Next?



ISSB announces plans to build on SASB Standards

“We are convinced that the industry-based approach used to develop the 
SASB Standards is a market-validated model for the development of 
decision-useful and cost-effective sustainability disclosure standards. 
Therefore, I strongly encourage continued use of the SASB Standards and 
recognize their near-term priority role for preparers in the application of the 
proposed General Requirements Standard. Further enhancing and evolving 
the SASB Standards will be a priority for the ISSB, as embedding the 
industry-based approach in the work of the ISSB is essential to delivering 
Standards that support investors’ assessments of enterprise value across 
a broad range of sustainability issues.”Emmanuel Faber

Chair



ISSB will build on SASB Standards in six key ways

Industry-based approach ISSB will embed SASB’s industry-based approach into its standard-setting process

Internationalisation Addressing the international applicability of SASB Standards is a priority for the ISSB 

Inclusion in exposure 
drafts SASB Standards play a key role in the Climate and General Requirements Exposure Drafts

Project continuity Ongoing projects by the SASB will be transitioned to the ISSB

Starting point
SASB Standards will serve as the starting point for the ISSB’s industry-based requirements, and the 
ISSB will assume responsibility for the evolution and enhancement of SASB’s 77 industry-based 
Standards

Encourages use The ISSB encourages preparers and investors to support and use SASB Standards in this 
transition phase



Two proposed IFRS Sustainability Disclosure Standards 

General Requirements 
Exposure Draft

Link

Climate 
Exposure Draft

Link

https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/general-sustainability-related-disclosures/exposure-draft-ifrs-s1-general-requirements-for-disclosure-of-sustainability-related-financial-information.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/climate-related-disclosures/issb-exposure-draft-2022-2-climate-related-disclosures.pdf


During transition: Using initial ISSB Standards with SASB 
Standards and other frameworks 

If no specific IFRS Sustainability Disclosure requirements, a company must consider: 

SASB Standards CDSB Framework and 
application guidance Other standards Other resources

Climate [Standard]

A company would apply the relevant IFRS Sustainability Disclosure Standards to identify risks / opportunities and disclosures

General Requirements [Standard]

A company would be required to disclose material information about all significant sustainability-related risks / opportunities

Industry-based disclosure topics
ISSB’s non-mandatory guidance 

– eg social, water and 
biodiversity

Those that meet investors’ 
information needs

Peer company practices (similar 
industry / geography)

Illustrative Guidance: how to use SASB Standards and CDSB Framework application guidance to do this



General Requirements Exposure Draft directs preparers to SASB 
Standards to identify sustainability risks and opportunities

• In absence of specific IFRS Sustainability 
Disclosure Standards, companies are 
directed to the SASB Standards as priority 
materials for complying with the [draft] 
Standard 

• This enables companies to address a 
range of sustainability-related risks and 
opportunities from inception, using the 
industry-based disclosure topics and 
associated metrics in SASB Standards

Example

In reviewing the SASB Standard for the meat, poultry and dairy industry, a company might conclude that 
some of the disclosure topics pertain to risks or opportunities that have implications for the company’s 
enterprise value, including food safety. 

The company may then disclose the associated metrics to apply the requirements of the [draft] Standard 
in a way that meets users needs for information that is relevant, faithfully representational, comparable, 
verifiable, timely and understandable.



Climate Exposure Draft includes SASB’s industry-based 
disclosure topics and metrics

Builds on SASB Standards
• Industry-based disclosures in Appendix B derived from SASB Standards
• 68 industry-based volumes help preparers identify relevant requirements



Helpful materials published by IFRS Foundation

In addition to the 2 Exposure Drafts and corresponding Basis for Conclusions, the ISSB 
published helpful materials for you and your colleagues to evaluate the Exposure Drafts

Snapshot – A short overview

Comparison between Climate Exposure Draft and TCFD 
Recommendations

Comparison between both Exposure Drafts and TRWG Prototypes 
published in November 2021

Illustrative Guidance for General Requirements and Climate –
including illustrative metrics

https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/general-sustainability-related-disclosures/snapshot-exposure-draft-ifrs-s1-general-requirements-for-disclosure-of-sustainability-related-financial-information-and-exposure-draft-s2-general-sustainability-related-disclosures.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/climate-related-disclosures/comparison-draft-ifrs-s2-climate-related-disclosures-with-the-tcfd-recommendations.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/general-sustainability-related-disclosures/comparison-draft-ifrs-s1-and-draft-ifrs-s2-with-the-technical-readiness-working-group-prototypes.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/general-sustainability-related-disclosures/illustrative-guidance-exposure-draft-ifrs-s1-general-requirements-for-disclosure-of-sustainability-related-financial-information.pdf
https://www.ifrs.org/content/dam/ifrs/project/climate-related-disclosures/issb-exposure-draft-2022-2-illustrative-guidance-on-climate-related-disclosures.pdf


How to comment on the ISSB proposals?

Comment letter

Survey

Comments are published on ifrs.org 

Visit:
ifrs.org/projects/

open-for-comment/
or

ifrs.org/projects/open-for-comment


Myth: The ISSB Standards are not relevant in the US 
because the US does not use IFRS Accounting Standards
Reality: Not (necessarily) true. 

§ The SEC’s climate proposal is significantly aligned with the ISSB exposure draft 

§ SEC’s climate consultation asks about allowing use of ISSB Standards, including by foreign 
private issuers (paragraph 189)

§ Industry-based requirements in the ISSB’s proposed climate standard could complement the 
SEC’s proposed rule

§ ISSB’s proposed General Requirements Standard could be used to meet investor demands for 
broader sustainability disclosures in the US

§ There is strong global investor support for the ISSB and for the industry-based disclosures 
included in the ISSB standards. It is likely that global investors will encourage US-listed 
companies to use the ISSB standards, in addition to complying with the SEC’s proposed rule.



European Sustainability Standards: Next steps
• EFRAG Project Task Force has published working drafts of proposed sustainability 

standards

• Working drafts include 22 general and topic-focused standards.

• Proposed standards have been developed using the EU’s double materiality concept 

• Key milestones for development of European standards:

• Sustainability Reporting Board has been named, and Technical Expert Group to support the new 
Sustainability Reporting Board will be named by mid-April

• The existing Project Task Force, which has developed the proposed standards, will sunset at the end of 
April 

• Public consultation on the Exposure Drafts will begin around end April

• Consultation closes on 31 July 

• Final text of the Corporate Sustainability Reporting Directive (CSRD), including any 
reference to alignment with international standards and applicability to companies 
domiciled outside of the EU, is under negotiation



Continue applying the SASB Standards and TCFD and <IR> and CDSB

Plan to engage in ISSB Standards development on an ongoing basis.

Review and comment on the ISSB proposals

Advice to report preparers



Private Equity Example

• Company Y: 

• AUM  =  $10B 

• Employees  =  100 employees

• Fund ‘1A’ Strategy: Heavy industry with $10-30M in EBITDA

Drivers: 
a) CEO initiative
b) Investor DDQs, and 
c) Regulatory pressure

Goals: 
a) Collect SASB metrics from existing 

portfolio companies & improve their 
performance

b) Integrate SASB into due diligence



Initial Set of Metrics to Collect
Read and filter through sectors ➢ industries ➢ topics ➢ metrics 

- Coal Operations
- Construction Materials
- Iron & Steel Producers
- Metals & Mining
- Oil and Gas Exploration and 
Production
- Oil and Gas Midstream
- Oil and Gas Refining and 
Marketing
- Oil and Gas Services

Sector: Extractives & Minerals Processing

Metrics Disclosure Topics

- Greenhouse Gas Emissions
- Air Quality
- Ecological Impacts
- Competitive Behavior
- Operational Safety, Emergency 
Preparedness & Response
- Chemicals Management
- Water Management Services
- Critical Incident Risk 
Management

- Total amount of monetary losses 
as a result of legal proceedings 
associated with federal pipeline 
and storage regulations

- Number of reportable pipeline 
incidents, percentage significant

- (1) Total volume of fresh water 
handled in operations (m3), (2) 
percentage recycled

Industries
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NORMALIZATION: Use SASB’s Activity Metrics to 
normalize and compare your portcos

• Total Metric ton (t) kilometers of: 
a) natural gas, 
b) crude oil, and
c) refined petroleum products transported, by 

mode of transport (pipeline, tanker, truck, etc.)

• Number of active rig sites
• Number of active well sites
• Total amount of drilling performed (in Meters)
• Total number of hours worked by all employees

PERFORMANCE IMPROVEMENT: ”Lift all boats” 
and communicate externally, as appropriate

• Set appropriate baseline expectations
• Consider making your most stringent jurisdictions, 

client, etc. your minimum operational standard

• Engage portcos on improvement plans
• Set realistic timelines for improvement

• Communicate consequences for nonperformance
• Do not simply “check the box” but communicate a 

performance action strategy



Comparing Portfolio Companies

Accounting Metric
・500,000 m3 of water

Activity Metrics
・Well sites: 20

・Rig sites: 5

・Drilling: 10,000m

・Hours worked: 150,000

Company C Company BCompany A

Accounting Metric
・1,500,000 m3 of water

Activity Metrics
・Well sites: 50

・Rig sites: 10

・Drilling: 25,000m

・Hours worked: 400,000

Accounting Metric
・3,000,000 m3 of water

Activity Metrics
・Well sites: 150

・Rig sites: 40

・Drilling: 80,000m

・Hours worked: 1M

Which one is the highest performer? 



Normalized Performance

Accounting Metric
・500,000 m3 of water

Normalized Metrics
・25,000 m3/well site

・100,000 m3 /rig site

・50 m3 /meter of drilling

・3.33 m3 /hr worked

Company C Company BCompany A

Accounting Metric
・1,500,000 m3 of water

Normalized Metrics
・30,000 m3 /well site

・150,000 m3 /rig site

・60 m3 /meter of drilling 

・3.75 m3 /hr worked

Accounting Metric
・3,000,000 m3 of water

Normalized Metrics
・20,000 m3 /well site

・75,000 m3 /rig site

・37.5k m3 /meter of drilling

・3 m3 /hr worked

~ x ✓



Due Diligence Integration

Read and filter through metric “notes”, technical protocols, & external support 

DUE DILIGENCE

Company 4Company 1 Company 2 Company 3

Company 5 Company 7Company 6

Company 4Company 1 Company 2

• Ask the right questions 

• Align goals & set expectations

• Communicate KPIs and KPNs (Key 
Performance Narratives) effectively

• Screen out low performers or set an 
improvement process if moving ahead 
with the company

• Consider models for ESG action on 
investment decision such as the weight 
of ESG considerations 



How to make SASB Disclosures Meaningful



How to make SASB Disclosures Meaningful

• Are there any ESG topics that are internally/culturally important to your 
organization?

• Are there any ESG topics that key external stakeholders ask about 
frequently?

• Do your clients/customers indicate preferences towards what ESG 
information you make available?

• Are there regulatory concerns over any ESG topics that might 
otherwise not come to the forefront?



Example: Real Estate Sustainability 
Accounting Standard

What’s included

• Energy Management

• Water Management

• Management of Tenant 
Sustainability Impacts

• Green leases, submetering, etc.

• Climate Change Adaptation

What’s not included

• Diversity, Equity & Inclusion

• Community Impact
• Impact Investing/Affordable Housing

• Supply Chain Management

• Building Health & Wellness

• Industry Disclosure Participation



Example: Software & IT Services



Activity Metric Example: GHG Inventory

Source: WRI/WBCSD Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard (PDF)

https://ghgprotocol.org/sites/default/files/standards/Corporate-Value-Chain-Accounting-Reporing-Standard_041613_2.pdf


TCFD Integration?



SASB Disclosure Reports

Source: Blackrock 2020 Sustainability Disclosure Report



Questions?

Joy Meredith
jmeredith@gobyinc.com

Carlos Solano
csolano@gobyinc.com

Nicolai Lundy
nicolai.lundy@thevrf.org

Kylie Ford
kford@gobyinc.com


